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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
,

REGION III

REPORT N0. 96002

FACILITY
Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant, Units 1 and 2

License Nos. DPR-42; DPR-60

LICENSEE.

Northern States Power Company
414 Nicollet Mall,

; Minneapolis, MN 55401
,

;
DATES .

i January 2 through February 17, 1996

INSPECTORS
S. Ray, Senior Resident Inspector
R. Bywater, Resident Inspector>

C. Dodd, NDE Specialist
. R. Doornbos, Operator Licensing Examiner
: R. Glinski, Radiation Specialist

P. Louden, Radiation Specialist
J. Schapker, Reactor Inspector4

;

APPROVED BY

|b
M. J.' Jppdan, Chief Date
Reactor Projects Branch 7 l

'

AREAS INSPECTED

A routine inspection of operations, engineering, maintenance, and plant
support was performed by the resident inspectors. A special inspection by a:

regional inspector of the event involving an operator opening the wrong
disconnect switch was also conducted. Routine, announced inspections of in-,

service inspection activities, radiation protection activities, chemistry
activities, and the radiological environmental monitoring program were j

,

conducted by regional inspectors. Safety assessments and quality verification '

activities were routinely evaluated. Follow-up inspection was performed for
non-routine events and for certain previously identified items.
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I RESULTS
*

i

! Assessment of Performance ,

I OPERATIONS: Performance in this area was generally mixed and declined
!

i slightly from past performance. Operators failed to properly follow
procedures on four occasions involving maintenance activities, plant ;;

operation, and fuel handling activities (Sections 1.1.1, 1.4, and 1.5). !

However, operator responses to degraded power on a safeguards bus, a loss of '

annunciators, and two problems with instrument air were strong (Sections |'

1.1.3, 1.2, and 1.3). Restoration of a failed turbine control valve was good |
4

but opportunities to identify the problem earlier were missed (Section 1.6). !,
4 Licensee management response to the first operator error event could have been !

stronger and more timely (Section 1.1.3). However, management response after
,

j the additional errors involving fuel handling was good (Section 1.5).
. 1

MAINTENANCE: Performance in this area continued to be strong with some
exceptions. Refueling outage maintenance and surveillance activities were :

'

well planned and scheduled (Section 2.1). Most of those activities were '

| performed well. However, two surveillance test were not performed on time. ;

(Section 2.7). In addition, failure to properly control computer software .

'
; resulted in the steam generator repair vendor welding a steam generator tube
; that did not have a sleeve installed (Section 2.4).

ENGINEERING: Because of previous extensive inspections of this area, ;

inspection activities during this period were limited. However, continued2-

; strong engineering involvement was evident in the resolution of issues and
j support to other departments (Section 3.0). Two issues for which additional

information is needed were identified. One involved an NRC-identified portion,

[ - of the pipe rupture analysis which may have used an incorrect Ossumption
i (Section 3.1) and the other involved a licensee-identified failui9 to do a i

-

' complete analysis of the consequences of a steam line break (Section 3.2).
.1

l PLANT SUPPORT: Continued strong performance was noted in the radiation
protection, chemistry, and radiological environmental monitoring programs
(Section 4.0). The station continued to effectively implement good exposure;

controls to maintain radiation exposures te workers as low as reasonably
achievable (Section 4.1). A walkdown of the accessible radioactive waste tank j

4

i rooms indicated excellent material conditions in those areas (Section 4.6). i
i

SELF ASSESSMENT and QUALITY VERIFICATION: Vendor quality control personnel
3

failed to prevent the welding of an incorrect steam generator tube. However,,

j when licensee quality control personnel assumed parallel responsibilities for
j the verification of proper tubes, additional errors were prevented (Section

2.4). Licensee laboratory quality assurance and quality control programs,

(Section 4.4.3), radiation control, chemistry, and radiological environmental4

monitoring program audit and self-assessment programs were strong (Section
4.5).
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Summary of Open Items

Violations: One with four examples was identified in Sections 1.1.1, 1.4,.and
1.5.
Unresolved Items: Three were identified in Sections 2.6, 3.1 and 3.2 :

Inspector Follow-un Items: Two were identified in Secticr.s 1.6 and 4.3
Non-cited Violations: Four were identified in Sections 1.1.1, 2.2, 2.5, and
2.7
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INSPECTION DETAILS

1.0 OPERATIONS
,

NRC Inspection Procedure 71707 was used in the performance of an inspection of
ongoing plant operations. In addition, a special inspection was conducted to
investigate the circumstances of the event on January 9, 1996, involving an
operator incorrectly opening a disconnect switch. Unit 1 operated at reduced
power until January 5 when it was shut down for a scheduled refueling outage.
It remained shutdown through the remainder of the inspection period. Unit 2
operated at full power throughout the inspection period except for a
preplanned power reduction to about 40 percent for condenser tube cleaning and
turbine valve testing on February 10-11, 1996. One violation with four
examples was identified.

1.1 poerator Incorrectly Opened Disconnect Switch Durina Electrical
Isolation

A special inspection was conducted by the NRC to investigate the
circumstances of this event.

1.1.1 EVENT DESCRIPTION

On January 9, 1996, Unit I had been shut down from extended operation.
The Reactor Coolant System (RCS) had been drained to a reduced inventory
(3/4 loop) condition and vented in preparation for installing steam
generator nozzle dams. Decay heat was being removed by the residual
heat removal (RHR) system in the shutdown cooling mode using train B RHR
and component cooling (CC) pumps powered from 4160 volt safeguards bus
No. 16. Time to boiling in the core in the event of loss of shutdown
cooling had been calculated to be approximately 12.5 minutes.

A non-lictnsed operator was given direction to perform two isolation and
restoration work orders. The first was to remove hold tags (restore the

,

isolation) associated with grounding of 4160 volt nonsafeguards busses |
11 and 12 on cubicles 11-4 and 12-4. The second was to perform the
isolation for grounding of busses 11 and 12 on cubicles 11-1 and 12-1.
Part of the second isolation was to install hold cards on the manual
disconnect switches for the IRX transformer feed to the 11 and 12
busses.

The operator, while performing the job, incorrectly identified the label
on transformer disconnect switch cubicle IRY as being 1RX. The IRY
transformer was feeding 4160 volt safeguards bus 15 at the time.
Because of misreading the label, the operator incorrectly opened the>

phase C 1RY disconnect switch, causing a loss of phase C power to bus
15. The operator observed an electrical flash, realized the error, and
immediately contacted the control room.

Technical Specification 6.5, Operating Procedures, required that
detailed procedures, including applicable checkoff lists and
instructions, covering in part, 6.5.C.3, preventive or corrective

4
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maintenance of plant equipment and system that could have an effect on
nuclear safety, shall be prepared and followed. The actions of the non- i

licensed operator were in violation of the above in that the operator
failed to correctly perform the Work Order 9506728, Section 7.1,
requiring hanging hold tags on the manual disconnect switches for the ,

IRX transformer. Instead the operator incorrectly opened one phase of :

the IRY' disconnect. This was an example of a violation for failure to ;
ifollow procedures. (96002-0Ia)

A bus 15 undervoltage condition would normally cause an automatic !

transfer of power to the CT-11 transformer (if available) or Division 1
emergency diesel generator (EDG). However, with loss of only one phase r

of power, the bus undervoltage protection system was not actuated.
Thus, bus 15 remained energized in a degraded condition. There were
4160 volt loads on the bus at the time, but several 480 volt loads were ,

energized through a step-down transformer. Some of those loads :
*

continued to operate in a " single phase" condition, and some tripped.
5

Control room operators received several alarms, and after hearing the -

report from the non-licensed operator, they attempted to manually
transfer the bus 15 power supply to the CT-11 transformer by procedure.
However, they could not synchronize the sources to the degraded bus. -

iAbout five and one-half minutes after the event began, operators opened
breaker 15-3, bus 15 source from 1RY transformer. This allowed

| automatic transfer of power to the bus from CT-11.
'

After initial recovery from the event, various 480 volt loads which had
tripped were restarted. One of the loads was the IR-22 process
radiation monitor for the shield building discharge stack. The silica

! gel sampler for tritium was lined up to that monitor and was thus not
on-line for a period of 32 minutes. The tritium sampler had no
redundant monitor and Technical Specifications (TS) Table 4.17-4 ;

required continuous tritium monitoring during ventilation system ;
discharges.

The licensee's analysis concluded that there was no adverse effect on ;

the health and safety of the public. The licensee had previously !
submitted a license amendment request to remove the tritium monitoring ;

requirements from the TSs and include them in the Offsite Dose
'

Calculation Manual. That amendment request had been reviewed and
accepted by the NRC at the time of the event and was only awaiting final
signature and distribution. This licensee-identified and corrected
violation is being treated as a Non-Cited Violation, consistent with
Section VII.B.1 of the NRC Enforcement Policy. (96002-02)

At the request of the system engineer, the shift supervisor directed the
opening of 1RY phase A and B disconnect switches in anticipation of
future isolation for inspection. However, the inspectors determined
that opening of those disconnect switches was not logged in the
electrical log as required, information on their status was not clearly
communicated to the oncoming shift, and hold or information cards were L

not immediately placed on the disconnects.

5
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Technical Specification 6.5, Operating Procedures, required that
detailed procedures, including applicable checkoff. lists and
instructions, covering in part, 6.5.A.1, integrated and system
procedures for normal startup, operation and shutdown of the reactor and'

all systems and components involving nuclear safety of the facility,
shall be prepared and followed. 1

'

Administrative Procedure 5AWI 3.10.0, " Control and Operation of
Plant Equipment," step 6.8.2, stated that "All switching and/or
valving SHALL be performed in accordance with procedures or -

approved by the shift supervisor and entered in the appropriate
log." Since the switching was done under verbal authorization and
was not part of a work order or other procedure, it was required i

to be logged. This was a second example of a violation fori
'failure to follow procedures. (96002-Olb)

l.1.2 EVENT CONTRIBUTORS AND EVALUATION
1

The licensee's and inspectors' investigation disclosed several
contributing factors for the event:

e Assignment, and subsequent concurrent working, of two work orders by ,

one individual, while not uncommon, contributed to the individual's-

concluding that the disconnect switch being opened was not energized.

e Location of scaffolding directly under the IRX and IRY disconnects

switches hampered the operator's ability to clearly read panel labels>

from below, resulting in the misreading of IRY as IRX.'

i- * Self-checking was not adequately performed since the operator missed
multiple opportunities-for assuring manipulation of the correct
equipment. At one point,.the operator climbed the scaffold directly
under the IRX and IRY disconnect switches to determine their position.
At that time, the operator was only about a foot or two from the
equipment labels.

e The operator knew that normal plant practice was to have two people
perform high voltage switching operations. While using two people was a
management expectation, it was not clearly set out as a requirement in

.

|
procedures or the site safety manual. This allowed the operator to '

assume that it was acceptable to perform the switching alone, since the
operator believed the disconnect switches were not energized. ;

e Based on interviews, the initial pre-job briefing provided by the
,

lead control room operator to the non-licensed operator lacked some
rigor.

1.1.3 LICENSEE RESPONSE AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS I

The immediate response to the event was good. An individual was
dispatched from the control room to ensure that the non-licensed i
operator was not injured. Procedures were used to restore power to bus

]

6
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15 as much as possible although the procedures did not cover the ,

situation where only a single phase of the source was lost. Loads lost :
during the event were restored-in a' timely manner. The event was
properly reported to the NRC in accordance with 10 CFR 50.72. j

'

The licensee initiated an Error Reduction Task Force (ERTF) review to |
analyze the event and recommend corrective actions. However, since the ;'

ERTF was a somewhat slow process, opportunities for immediate emphasis'

of the lessons learned from the event were missed. Observations of i

briefings following the event identified that, while the generic:

L importance of self-checking and other error reduction techniques were
'

discussed, the specifics of this event and how use of the techniquesi

could have prevented it were not emphasized. Some operators and many ,

: other plant personnel had little knowledge of the specific details of
i- the event until long afterwards. .

I Corrective actions implemented as a result of the event included:
(,

e The revision to Administrative Procedure which required a two-person
crew to connect /close or disconnect /open any switchgear of 480 volts or :

greater. All operators were informed of management's expectations 1
1

j regarding this practice ,

i
| e The video "Right from the Start," was used to conduct self-checking

an<i pre-job briefing refresher training with all operations personnel.
,
n

e The labeling on the disconnect switches were improved,

Controls for protection of the safeguards power supplies duringe :
'

reduced RCS inventory operations was improved.
|

e Non-conformance reports to track the evaluation of 480 volt
equipment that was operating during the degraded bus conditions were j

issued. |>

|

In addition, the licensee issued Licensee Event Report (LER) 282/96002
to report the event. The LER was considered closed and the remaining ;

corrective actions will be verified when the violation response
associated with the event is reviewed.#

1.1.4 SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE j

2 |
'

The event had limited actual safety significance because bus 15 was
supplying very few loads at the time.

The licensee performed a limited scope probabilistic risk assessment of-

the event as documented in the LER and concluded that the risk of core
damage from the event was very small even under worst case assumptions. .

I
However, the NRC considers control of decay heat removal systems and j
their electrical power supplies and support systems of paramount
importance, especially in the high decay heat, reduced inventory

7
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condition the plant was in at the time. Thus, although the actual '

consequences of the event were minimal, the NRC chose not to exercise
'

discretion and implemented enforcement action.

1.2 Ooerator Response to loss of Annunciators on Unit I was Good

On January 23,1996, Unit 1 experienced a loss of all balance of plant'

(B0P) annunciators. The nature of the fault was such that existing lit
annunciator windows stayed lit but no new annunciators came in.
Operators received a 80P annunciator trouble alarm and referred to the
appropriate annunciator response procedure but were unable to diagnose .

the problem. However, they realized they had a problem with at least>

some of the annunciators quite rapidly when they noticed that a local
alarm on a back panel did not cause the corresponding window to '

annunciate on the main control board.
:

An operator was dispatched to the computer roo.n to verify that alarms
were printing on the alarm printer but not annunciating in the control ,

rnom. An emergency work order was written while operators continued to
try to determine the extent of the problem. An operator remained at the
alarm printer in communications with the control rnom, and at least two
licensed individuals monitored the Unit I control boards at all times.

:

An electrician reset the annunciator system by pulling and then ,

'; reinstalling the fuse on the main sequence of events recorder within
about one hour of the event. The cause of the problem was determined to
be the radiation monitor 1R-50 toggling in and out of alarm state very
quickly and overloading the sequence of events recorder's processor

: capability. The licensee generated a non-conformance report to track
additional corrective actions. Information from the licensee indicated >

that corrective actions would include enhancements to the annunciator
response procedure addressing loss of annunciators and a modification to

i the alarm processor to prevent the lockup.

The inspectors verified that operators had followed the annunciator
response procedure and had taken appropriate compensatory actions to
maintain plant awareness. The inspector also reviewed the licensee's'

event classification procedures and agreed with the licensee that a
Notification of Unusual Event was not required.

1.3 Operator Response to loss of Instrument Air was Good
,

On February 13, 1996, while Unit 2 was operating at 100 percent power, a
low instrument air header pressure annunciator was received. Control
room operators immediately dispatched an operator to the instrument air
compressors to diagnose the problem. In the meantime, control room
operators noted that the feedwater regulating valves were drifting in ;

the closed direction and steam generator levels were decreasing from the
normal level of 44 percent. Operators consulted the appropriate
abnormal operating procedure for guidance. They opened the feedwater 4

;
'

regulating valve bypass valves to increase flow to the steam generators
but level continued to decrease.

,
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| The operator who went to the compressors noted that the purge valve on
; the inservice 122. instrument air dryer chamber was open and blowing down

large amounts of air. The operator isolated the purge line and
instrument air header pressure recovered. Operators regained control of

: the feedwater regulating valves and fed the steam generators back to the
normal level. During the event steam generator levels had reached about
25 percent. A reactor trip would have occurred if they had reached 13
percent. Quick and correct' action by the operating crew prevented a <

reactor trip from full power.
:

During the recovery of steam generator levels, the increased rate of
x

feedwater flow caused reactor thermal power to increase slightly above,

100 percent. The peak power reached was indicated as 101.68 percent. 1

Total time above 100 percent was about 5 minutes. The average power for
the eight hour period which included the transient was about 99.9;

percent. These parameters were less than NRC guidelines for acceptable .
'

brief transients above steady state licensed power limits.
t

The cause of the event was believed to be a failed solenoid control
! valve on the instrument air dryer which was then replaced under an

#

1 emergency work order.
. <

The next day a different problem with the 121 instrument air dryer-

caused a less severe reduction in instrument air pressure. Operators
were again very quick to respond and diagnose the problem. In chat case
no plant transient resulted. As a result of these events the licensee
established a multidisciplined task force to review the instrument air'

; system and develop short and long term corrective actions to improve ,

system reliability. '

1.4 Operators Insert Rod _ Cluster Control Assembly into Incorrect Location
.

On January 28, 1996, during fuel handling activities in the Unit 1
containment building, rod cluster control assembly (RCCA) No. R-119 was

.

; removed from fuel assembly No. P-28 and erroneously lowered into an :

_

empty RCCA change fixture fuel storage location and released. The ,

; intended action was to place the RCCA into fuel assembly No. P-23 for '

I

{
replacement into the reactor.

,

Procedures used for fuel handling were D5.2, " Reactor Refueling
Operations," and C17, " Fuel Handling System." These procedures refer to.

the " Fuel Transfer Log," which identified all movements of fuel.
,

assemblies and RCCAs necessary to complete refueling.

The error occurred early in fuel handling operations and involved the
first RCCA scheduled for transfer from one fuel assembly to another. In<

j accordance with the fuel transfer log, two fuel assemblies were placed
, into the RCCA change fixture, the RCCA from the fuel assembly located in
i the west change fixture was~ removed, and that fuel assembly was sent to

the spent fuel pool for storage. The next step in the fuel transfer log'

was to insert the RCCA into the fuel assembly in the RCCA east change |
fixture. An operator moved the RCCA' change fixture carriage to the west ;

I.

9 i

!
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change fixture. When the operator lowered the RCCA and the hoist
reached its low-limit position, the operator released the RCCA from the.

hoist gripper and it dropped several inches into the empty west change
fixture storage location.

Further fuel handling activities were suspended until recovery plans
were developed and a pre-job briefing conducted. The dropped RCCA was .

!recovered and transported to the spent fuel pool to allow further
evaluation of its acceptability for future use. A spare RCCA was used -

in its place.

The operator performing this evolution was experienced in fuel handling :
activities; however, the RCCA change fixture was infrequently used and i

there was nc " dry run" to practice using the equipment. The operator i

did not reposition the RCCA change fixture rotating stop, a required i

task that would allow complete movement of the change fixture carriage
to the desired location. When the operator moved the carriage and its
movement stopped, the operator assumed that it was in the correct
position to receive the RCCA. Neither the operator nor the fuel
handling supervisor performed an adequate visual verification of the

.'
carriage position. Additionally, prior to RCCA release the hoist cable
was not verified to be slack, an indication the RCCA was supported by a '

fuel assembly. ;

-The procedures for performing these tasks were available at the work
site but were not used as the tasks were being performed. The
inspectors concluded that, although fuel handling activities become
repetitive in nature and operators become proficient at them through
practice, they should be considered infrequently performed activities -

that require procedural review and usage until familiarity with the 1

!equipment has been regained. Also, the inspectors concluded that better
equipment refresher training for the operators could have prevented the
event.

The licensee implemented several immediate corrective actions including:
i

e Conducted a walk-through of RCCA change fixture operations with a
nuclear engineer and the first operator to use the change fixture. ]

e Subsequent operator turnovers included a step through of equipment
operations with the current operator.

e The refueling supervisor gave >ermission for insertion or ,

extraction of an RCCA in the c1ange fixture and verified change
fixture position was correct prior to granting permission.

e Emphasized use of STAR program techniques.

The insertion of RCCA R-119 into the incorrect RCCA change fixture
location resulted from a failure to properly follow procedures C17 and

10
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D5.2, and was considered another example of a procedural-adherence-
,

violation. (96002-01c) j
i. ,

1.5 Doerators Remove Incorrect Fuel Assembly from Reactor q

| On January 31, 1996, during refueling activities in the Unit 1 ;

containment building, fuel assembly No. U-32 was incorrectly selected i

from reactor core location G04 and transported to the spent fuel pool. !
The intended action was to select fuel assembly No. S .45 from core :;

i location G01 for transport to the spent fuel pool. j
i

The error was identified six steps later in the fuel transfer log when i

! the operators were instructed to place a fuel assembly in core location !
G01 and they observed that there was already an assembly in that |

location. The supervisor in charge of fuel handling suspended |
'

activities until additional steps could be developed and added to the j
i fuel transfer log to restore the correct fuel loading. The identity of '

assembly U-32 was verified in the spent fuel pool using an underwater
camera prior to its return to core location G04.'

Based upon the results of interviews, the inspectors concluded that the I'

|
supervisor in charge of fuel handling apparently read the fuel transfer ;

ilog incorrectly for that step, thinking that the desired core location
was G04 when it was actually G01. The supervisor instructed the fuel !

,

'

'

handling operator that the next fuel assembly to be transported was at'

location G04 and that was where the operator positioned the manipulator
:
4 crane. The fuel handling operator did not independently check the fuel ;

! transfer log. The supervisor verified that the manipulator was at core
location G04 and the fuel assembly was latched for transport to the |
spent fuel pool. !1

Headset communications had been established between operators inside the4

containment building, the spent fuel pool enclosure, and the control ,

room. However, only the step number of the fuel transfer log had been
communicated to the control room, and the control room operators assumed ,

that the manipulator crane had travelled to core location G01, in !

.

accordance with that step of the fuel transfer log. The reactor core
| accountability board was updated accordingly and did not match the

actual core loading.

The removal of fuel assembly U-32 from core location G04 was a failure :

to follow the instructions of the fuel transfer log, as referenced by
procedures C17 and D5.2, and is considered another example of a !

procedural-adherence violation. (96002-01d)

Later on January 31, the general superintendent of operations suspended
all fuel handling activities pending a review of the circumstances of i

the recent personnel errors. A meeting was held with the nuclear '

generation vice president, plant manager, and selected personnel from
operations, training, nuclear engineering, quality services, and ERTF to

. discuss the two fuel handling events and the IRY disconnect event. The
group concluded that all three events were caused by an initial

11
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; inattention to detail which was not caught by either self-checking or a i

second check. Corrective actions were identified for implementation !,

' prior to resuming fuel handling operations. These included:;
,

Defining the roles of each fuel handling position including the Io
requirements for familiarization, self-checking, and second> ,

'checking
,

) e Defining communications requirements
,

[' e Making human factors improvements in the fuel transfer log
'

3
e Defining management's expectations for the supervisor's

responsibilities in the areas of attention to detail, self-i ;

! checking, and second checking -

i s. Educating fuel handling supervisors and operators on the above
items *

i After completion of the above items, fuel handling operations resumed j

and were completed with no further personnel errors. |e

1.6 Restoration of Failed Unit 2 Turbine Control Valve was Good but i
,

Oooortunities for Condition Identification were Missed,
,

:

On February 11, 1996, while Unit 2 was operating at about 40 percent
,

power for turbine control valve testing and condenser cleaning, turbine !'

control valve No. CV-4 failed closed. The turbine control system
j smoothly compensated for CV-4 closure by opening control valve CV-3. ;

1 Control valve CV-4 closed when attachment screws for its actuator servo-
valve housing disengaged, causing the housing to fall and be restrained'

by servo-valve electrical wires. An open electrical circuit resulted
.

and CV-4 closed. The' housing fasteners were suspected to have loosened |1

due to normal vibration. When the condition was identified, the i
,

licensee's actions to repair, test, and restore CV-4 to service without;
'

' a transient, were very good.

A review of historical computer data indicated that t.he event occurred
at approximately 12:15 a.m. on February 11, 1996. At that time, there
was a slight mismatch in the actual and program reactor coolant system-

average tempe ature, which was not unusual because of the power ,
.

reduction. The lead plant equipment and reactor operator (LPE0)-

requested permission from the shift supervisor to adjust turbine load ;

: slightly to compensate. When turbine load was adjusted, control rods
moved slightly, which was unanticipated. Control room operators
reviewed equipment status and the shift manager asked about turbine
control valve status. The LPE0 reported that valve position was normal, '

.

i however, at this time CV-4 was closed and CV-3 had opened to compensate.
This was not normal control valve status. Apparently CV-4 closed when ;

the LPE0 programmed the turbine load change and CV-3 and control rods i
;

moved to compensate. j
,

'

.

'

12 i
2

,

.

i
;
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; Power escalation commenced at 2:20 a.m. and at 3:50 a.m., when the unit
was at about 75 percent power, the LPE0 noted that the positions of the'

. turbine control valves were not following their expected program as a'

function of turbine load. Procedure 201.4, " Unit 2 Power Operation .

Procedure," specified that significant deviations in turbine control
_

valve position vs. reference demand position should be reported to the ,.

system engineer. The LPE0 reported to the system engineer that CV-4 was'

closed when it should have been completely opened at that power level.
.. After identification, the licensee completed a power reduction, isolated -

the electro-hydraulic fluid to the valve actuator, and initiated repairs!

; in accordance with an emergency work order.
i !

The. inspectors were concerned that the control room operators did not
identify the control valve problem when the LPE0 initially checked the

i turbine control panel. Additionally, a power change was initiated and ,

continued for about.1.5 hours without anyone noting the control valve
program deviation. The inspectors discussed these concerns with the ;

licensee's general superintendent of operations who stated that<
,

- corrective actions were being identified for implementation in response
'

to this event. The inspectors will review these in a future inspection
,

and consider this an Inspection Followup Item. (96002-03) '

.

2.0 MAINTENANCE !,

'.
NRC Inspection Procedures 62703, 61726, and 73753 were used to perform an
inspection of maintenance and testing activities. 1

| 2.1 Performance of Maintenance and Surveillance Testina Activities Durina
!

the Inspection Period was Excellent

The inspectors observed or reviewed the following routine preventive and ;
-

corrective maintenance and surveillance activities to ascertain that
^

they were conducted in accordance with approved procedures, regulatory i

guides, industry codes or standards, and in conformance with TS: ,

!
e SP 1370 Cycle RHR HX Outlet Control Valves |,

e WO 9600238 Isolate IRX Transformer for Inspection

e SP 10928 SI Check Valve Test (Head Off) Part B - RWST to RHR ;

Flow Path Verification !

:s

e SP 1307 D2 Fast Start Test |
1 ,

o PE 0016 4KV Safeguards Bus 16 Refueling Outage Electrical
: Preventive Maintenance ,

o PM 3120521 Loop B Main Steam Safety Valve Test

In all cases, the work was performed well. With respect to PE 0016, the ;
inspectors discussed the method the licensee employed to perform

r

!
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independent verification (IV) of 480 V and 4160 V breaker positions,
given the licensee's expectation to have two-person crews perform high-
voltage switching. No operator performance concerns were identified,,

however, the inspectors identified a discrepancy in the IV I1

1administrative procedure 5AWI 3.10.1 to the' licensee and it was promptly
corrected. Procedure PE 0016 also used an ambiguous term for breaker
position: " Racked Out." The term was intended to indicate a breaker

; position of " Disconnect." The procedure was clarified accordingly.

The inspectors also observed portions of numerous other work activities |

| associated with the Unit I refueling outage. In addition, the
inspectors attended planning and scheduling meetings for outage work.
The inspectors concluded that the outage was well planned and scheduled.
Most work was performed on schedule and there was little interference
between activities. Due consideration was given to reducing outage'

risks and risk information was communicated to all members of the staff-

frequently.
4

2.2 Main Steam Safety Valve Pressure Settina Found Outside 1 Percent
Tolerance

,

On January 6, 1996, the licensee was conducting periodic testing to
3

determine the as-found lift setpoint for the ten main steam safety'

| valves in accordance with TS 3.4.A.1. One of the ten valves was found
to be outside the specified 1 percent tolerance (Its setpoint was 1.9;

percent high). The licensee reported the condition in LER 282/96001.
'

As discussed in the LER, the licensee had anticipated some of the valves
might be found to be outside the acceptance criteria and had prepared a
safety evaluation in advance. The licensee had also submitted a TS.

amendment request to change the tolerance to 3 percent based on the'

safety evaluation. The inspectors considered the licensee's actions to'

anticipate the potential finding to be proactive.

The valve setpoint was adjusted and left within the 1 percent to'erance.;

The LER is considered closed. .
,

This licensee-identified and corrected violation is being treated as a
Non-Cited Violation, consistent with Section VII.B.1 of the NRC'

Enforcement Policy. (96002-04)
,

; 2.3 Steam Generator (SG) Inspection Activities Were Performed Well
,

The licensee contracted Rockridge to perform the eddy current
examination (ET) and analysis of the steam generator tubes. Zetec Inc.<

was contracted to perform independent ET analysis. Additional ET expert
; consultants were em)1oyed to analyze certain circumferential indications
; identified during t1e inspection. The scope of the ET inspection was

conservative an] exceeded TS and ASME Code requirements.

The licensee identified circumferential indications (CI) in four sleeved
tubes in the upper weld region. The licenses had installed 436 sleeves

,
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in the. Unit I steam generator No. 12 during the previous refueling .

!

outage. The plus point probe and eddynet 95 analysis software was used ;

for the first time. Previous examinations of these sleeves were<
,

performed using the "I" coil and motorized rotating pancake coils "

!- (MRPC). The plus point coil is more sensitive. to the circumferential t

indications and exhibits better signal to noise ratio. The licensee i

: also re-examined the four sleeves with the CI's using the "I" coil to
' compare the indications to the previous data. The I coil examination

'
<

confirmed that the indications had not changed in size or character
since the last outage. .

, ,

This data and the fact that six additional CI's were identified this-

outage on newly installed sleeves, indicates that the CI's appear to be
process anomalies and not service induced degradation. To confirm this t

' the licensee pulled three of the four tubes with CI's from the:

previously installed sleeves, one with CI's installed this outage and |
,

' - one tube with a volumetric indication. These tubes will be. ,

i nondestructively examined and metallurgical analysis performed to
determine the cause and extent of the CI's. i

e

! Observations of the ET examination by the NRC inspectors concluded the
ET contractors and licensee SG engineers had performed the SG :
examination in accordance with applicable Codes and current industry.

guidelines and conservatively addressed the ET findings.'

2.4 Process Control Problems in SG Sleeve Installation

The SG sleeving contractor experienced difficulty in the initial weld
process during sleeve installation. The first seven sleeves installed

; had indications of incomplete weld passes where the welding arc ;

! apparently did not complete the 360 degree fusion of the sleeve to .

! parent tube. The pre-production samples completed prior to the welding |

i of the sleeves showed no indication of this malfunction. Further
investigation found the problem to be attributed to the process '

i controller.which indicated the weld passes were completed when in fact
the weld head had not made the 360 degree weld. The process controller

i problem was corrected by replacing the associated card. The seven
j sleeves with incomplete welds were repaired or plugged. |

| An operator error occurred when a tube, which did not have a sleeve
' installed was wided. This appeared to be caused by inattention to ;

detail by the operator.and inspectors assigned to verify tube position*
,

and welding of the tube sleeves. This welding error was complicated by :'

i a previous change of the software file for the tool. The file for the i

welding tool was previously changed at another plant to accommodate a<

special tool, and was not changed back to the original tool dimension,
j. causing the tool to be out of position by one row. Procedures for i

i sleeve installation also require marking of the tubes to be sleeved, ;

] which was accomplished by wire brushing. The tube which was welded |
1 without a sleeve was wire brushed but no sleeve had been installed. ;

-,
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; Corrective action was to change the method of verifying proper tube
location. Also, the operator and inspector received additional

,

; training. In addition, the licensee's quality services personnel
1 assumed the additional responsibility of helping the vendor verify that

the steam generator tools were in the correct tube locations prior to;

; each evolution. Licensee corrective actions appeared to be adequate.
Licensee quality services personnel identified and prevented additional

! errors in tool placement. ;

*

'2.5 Containment Isolation Valve Failed its Leak Rate Test

On January 15, 1996, check valve VC-8-5 on the fil reactor coolant pump
seal water supply line inside containment failed its local leak rate4

test with a leak rate calculated to be more than the 154,800 standard- 1
1

; cubic centimeters per minute allowed by TS 4.4.A.4 for all Type B and C *

| penetrations combined. The redundant isolation for this penetration
outside containment was the closed chemical and volume control system2

which was later leak tested with satisfactory results,
.

i The licensee reported the event with LER 282/96003 which detailed the
i evaluation of the cause of the valve leakage and corrective actions !

taken (replacement and retesting of the valve). The inspectors reviewed-

: the information provided by the LER and considered it acceptable. The
LER is considered closed.;

! ,

This licensee-identified and corrected violation is being treated as a'

i Non-Cited Violation, consistent with Section VII.B.1 of the NRC
Enforcement Policy. (96002-05) ;

;

I2.6 Safety In.iection (SI) Flow Test Criteria Not Met

The license performed SP 1092A, " Safety Injection Check Valve Test |
4 (Reactor Head Off) Part A; High Head SI Flow Path Verification," on
i February 8,1996, and test results did not satisfy the test criteria !

located in TS 4.5.B.3.h. Specifically, test criteria accounting for+

,

instrumentation uncertainties were not met for differential flow between >

; each cold leg of the reactor coolant system for each SI pump, and
,

maximum pump runout flow for each pump. The licensee developed a flow |
balancing procedure to adjust the four SI system throttle valves. The |

'

i surveillance procedure was performed again and acceptable results were
obtained. The licensee informed the inspectors that an LER (282/96004)

,

would be issued documenting the event. This issue is considered an
'

- Unresolved Item, pending a review of the licensee's LER and an
assessment of the safety significance of the as-found condition. (96002-
06)

2.7 Failure to Perform Two Surveillance Tests on Time

i Surveillance procedure (SP) 1158, " Cooling Water Valves Test," and SP
J 1151, " Cooling Water System Test," were originally scheduled for
a completion no later than February 9 and 15, 1996, respectively, to meet 1

'quarterly TS surveillance requirements. However, they were not

16
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completed until February 17, 1996. SP 1151 contained diesel-driven
cooling water pump air compressor and air receiver testing required by >

TS 4.5 and safeguards traveling screen testing required by TS 4.2. |
SP 1158 contained various motor operated valve stroke tests required by '

TS 4.5. ;

,
,

These tests were removed from the daily surveillance schedule and were
placed on a checklist of items requiring completion prior to heatup of .

Unit I at the completion of the refueling outage. The licensee had- !

overlooked that these procedures contained tests of equipment common to !

Unit 2, and with Unit 2 operating these tests were required to be ;-

performed per the TSs. Operations personnel noted this oversight during
a review of outstanding work activities and completed the tests with
satisfactory results on February 17, 1996.

The licensee had a strong surveillance scheduling program and missed ]<

surveillance tests such as these were extremely rare. This event is !

considered an isolated case. The licensee intended to issue LER :

306/96002 to report the event and corrective actions. The inspectors !

will review the LER when issued. This failure constitutes a violation '

of_ minor significance and is being treated as a Non-Cited Violation,
consistent with Section IV of the NRC Enforcement Policy. (96002-07)

>

3.0 ENGINEERING t

NRC Inspection Procedure 37551 was used to perform an onsite inspection of the ,

engineering function. Strong engineering involvement was evident in the
resolution of issues and support to other departments. No violations were
identified.

,

3.1 Inconsistency in Pine Ruoture Analysis
,

During an inspection of the floor drain system, the inspectors reviewed
the Updated Safety Analysis Report (USAR) for information relative to

i
assumptions used for internal flooding analysis. USAR Section I.4.4 :

stated that the maximum flow rate from a ruptured fire protection line
would be 4000 gallons per minute (GPM). That number apparently came !

from the design flow rate of the combination of the motor driven and |

diesel driven fire pumps. However, Section 10.3.1.3.1 of the USAR
stated that the jockey fire pump (design flow rate not given) and the
screen wash pump (design flow rate 450 GPM in the normal bypass lineup
and 2000 GPM in the direct lineup) would also be expected to be
supplying the fire header. In addition, the design flow rates of the
fire pumps were for normal fire header pressures. Flow rates would be
expected to be somewhat higher when supplying a ruptured fire protection
line.

The inspectors provided information about this inconsistency to the
appropriate engineering personnel. The licensee was in the process of
developing a safety evaluation updating the pipe rupture analysis with
more realistic flow rates.

17
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This item is' considered an Unresolved Item pending the inspectors'
review of the safety evaluation and determination of whether taking the
additional flow rate.into account materially affects the results of the;

pipe rupture analysis. (96002-08) |

3.2 Analysis Not Performed to' Verify the Desian Basis Was Met for Main Steam'

Line Break

On February 8, 1996, the licensee reported to the NRC in accordance with 5

10 CFR 50.72 that they had discovered that some required analysis had i

!not been performed for the current Unit 2 fuel cycle, as well as two,

past cycles, to verify that maximum cladding temperatures would not be ;-

exceeded during a main steam line break accident. 1,

Preliminary licensee calculations showed that the maximum cladding
temperature limit would not be exceeded during any main steam line break i

.
out to a fuel exposure of at least 13,000 megawatt' days per metric ton.
That exposure would not be exceed for several months in Unit 2.

|
!

At the end of the inspection period the licensee was still in the <

process of completing its analysis and intended to issue LER 306/96001 ;

with its conclusions and corrective actions. This issue is considered :
an Unresolved Item pending the inspectors' review of the LER. (96002-09)'

'

4.0 PLANT SUPPORT

NRC Inspection Procedure 71750 was used to perform an inspection of Plant
Support Activities, A specialized inspection of the radiation protection, ;

chemistry, and radiological environmental monitoring programs was also
; conducted using NRC Inspection Procedures 83750, 84750, 86740, and 71707. The
; inspectors reviewed various elements within the licensee's radiation ;

protection, chemistry, and radiological environmental monitoring programs >

during this inspection period. Specifically, reviews were performed of the ,
'

implementation radiation protection program during the current Unit 1
refueling outage, the radiation monitoring and special filtration systems,

,

various chemistry program elements, and the implementation of the radiological ,

'
environmental monitoring )rogram (REMP). Overall, the inspectors noted'

excellent performance wit 1 respect to the implementation of the programs
reviewed. No violations were identified. ;

4.1 Radiation Protection Proaram Imolementation'

Unit 1 Outaae Activities
,

,

The inspectors reviewed selected "as low as ' reasonably achievable"
(ALARA) plans for major work activities to be performed during the Unit
1 outage. ALARA packages reviewed included appropriate information and

- use of historical job performance information to ensure work was
.

!
completed ALARA. Exposure totals for major work activities at the time
of the inspection were as follows: |

|
Steam Generator Repairs 34 person-rem

]
-

I 18 f
|

|
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The station had recorded about 87 person-rem of exposure for the outage
versus a goal of about 100 person-rem. Steam generator problems
associated with sleeve cracking identified during eddy current testing
was expected to increase exposure estimates for the outage by about 7
person-rem.

4.2 Radioactive Waste and Radioactive Effluent

The inspectors reviewed selected records associated with the onsite
storage of radioactive waste and discussed with cognizant staff plans
for shipping wastes to offsite processing and burial facilities.
Licensee staff indicated that plans were in place to remove stored
radwaste volumes via processing and through direct shipments to the
burial facility. Generated volumes of radioactive waste continued to be
low and good waste minimization techniques were noted during plant
tours.

The inspectors reviewed reported effluent totals for the 1994 reporting
year and did not identify any problems with the technical bases or
methodologies used to calculate offsite doses. Total plant radioactive
effluents were a fraction of one percent of applicable TS and regulatory
limits.

4.3 Radiation Monitoring and Special Filtration Systems

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's implementation of the process
radiation monitoring program and the special filters ventilation
program. Selected records reviewed included radiation monitoring
calibrations and alarm set point calculations; ventilation freon and
diocty1phthalate (DOP) testing results for high efficiency particulate
air (HEPA) and charcoal adsorber filter trains; and system walkdowns of
radiation monitoring and special ventilation equipment and components.
The inspectors found the calculations for radiation monitoring
calibrations and alarm set points to be technically accurate and in
accordance with TS requirements. Likewise, DOP and freon tests
performed for the special ventilation systems were conducted at the
required frequency and met applicable regulations. The overall material
condition of both systems was found to be good.

One item noted during the walkdowns of the ventilation systems was the
identification of foreign material within two filter housings.
Specifically, an unknown liquid was noticed in the intake housing for
the control room special ventilation system and an ink pen was noted
within the intake housing for the shield building ventilation system.
Both items were upstream of the roughing filters and therefore did not
present a performance problem relative to the effectiveness of the HEPA
and charcoal portions of the train to perform their designed function.
However, this foreign material did not meet the expectations of the
closeout procedures for work on these systems. The licensee was in the
process of reviewing this condition and the results will be reviewed
during a future inspection (Inspection Followup Item 96002-10).

19
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closeout procedures for work on these systems. The licensee was in the
process of reviewing this condition and the results will be reviewed;

during a future inspection (Inspection Followup Item 96002-10).;

4.4 Chemistry and Radioloaical Environmental Monitorina Proaram
,

e

Overall, the chemistry and REMP programs continued to be well"

implemented. Reactor water chemistry control was very good. The
communication and cooperation between the chemistry and operations.

groups was excellent. Various recommendations from the quality
assurance audits had either been implemented or were in process, and
problems were addressed in a timely manner. The quality
assurance / quality control programs for the REMP and chemistry were very
good. Additionally, training for the chemistry technicians and training
on post accident sampling provided experienced and technically qualified-

staff. No weaknesses in the REMP and chemistry sampling techniques or
analysis capabilities were identified.

,

t
4.4.1 Control of Reactor Water Chemistry

Excellent primary and secondary water chemistry was noted by the
; inspectors. Reactor coolant and secondary system water quality for both

,

; units at power was within TS and EPRI guidelines. Hydrogen !

! concentration control was consistently maintained within guidelines and
low dose equivalent iodine levels indicated good fuel integrity. )i

! Infrequent spikes of dissolved oxygen levels in the Unit 2 condensate
~

system above the EPRI guideline were noted; however, the stationi
subsequently was able to bring the levels within applicable guidelines

.
and limits. Other noted chemistry control items included the slight

2 increase of sodium levels in Unit 1 in late 1995 due to a small
condenser leak, and slightly elevated steam generator sulphate levels,
which were under review by the licensee.

4.4.2 Trainina Proaram for Chemistry Technicians
'f

The inspectors reviewed the initial and continuing training programs for ;
.

i chemistry technicians (cts). The t' raining modules reviewed addressed
relevant topics in sufficient depth. Reviews of records for two

.

recently qualified cts were consistent with TS requirements. The'

refresher training provided for operation of the post-accident sampling'

system appeared to adequately address pertinent items for the effective
.

i operation of the system.
2

The inspector directly observed primary water and radgas sample
collection and analyses. The CT performing the samples and analyses was
knowledgeable of assigned duties, utilized good radiological control

~

practices, and actions were performed in accordance with station,

procedures.

2
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i4.4.3 Laboratorv Ouality Assurance /Ouality Control and Analytical Canabilities

A comparison of analytical programs for radiological and non-
radiological . analyses (supplied by separate vendors) showed that the - .

licensee demonstrated very good performance. The licensee also compared !
,

their own laboratory results with a vendor laboratory for hideout;

studies and the results were in excellent agreement.

The chemistry laboratory equipment and instruments were correctly
calibrated and maintained, and comparison of the new gamma spectroscopy

,

! calibration curves to previous calibrations showed excellent detector
consistency. A review of the radioanalytical and cold chemistry quality'

control charts showed that this instrumentation has remained within.

control in 1995. ,

I .The inspectors reviewed records.to assure that on-line monitors were
calibrated weekly and grab samples were collected regularly and analyzed
in the laboratory for comparison. The on-line and laboratory analysis -

.

were generally in good agreement. '

; 4.4.t Radioloaical Environmental Monitorina Procram (REMP) Implementation

Overall, the inspectors determined that the REMP continued to be;

: effectively implemented. A review of the 1994 and 1995 (through
November) data used for the annual environmental monitoring reports
appeared to be in good order and appropriate documentation was included '

for rissed samples.
3

I The inspector toured several sampling locations and observed the
collection and replacement of air particulate and charcoal filters, and'

the collection of surface and drinking water. Overall, the sample i
,
'

collector's knowledge and techniques were good and the sampling
.

equipment was calibrated and in good condition.

lwo minor procedural issues were identified regarding air and water
sampic collection. The air collection procedure (RPIP 4731) stated that2

; it may be necessary to stop and start the sampler to re-adjust the flow;
4 however, the wording and the technical basis for this step did not

ensure that the intention of the step was clear to the sample collector.
The procedure for water sampling (RPIP 4732), contained inconsistencies

3

; with respect to specific actions to take while collecting a water
sample. The inspectors also noted that minor procedural inconsistencies

,

! with field implementation was an item noted in a previous Nuclear
Quality Department audit (AG 94-32-15). The inspectors discussed'these
observations with licensee management who indicated that the procedure

.

' '

steps would be revised.

A review of tritium analysis data for the onsite and offsite wells
indicated that the tritium levels were continuing to trend downward,,

'
i

$
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4.5 Audits. Aooraisals. and Self-Assessments
iThe inspectors reviewed several audits and self-assessments which

reviewed the radiation protection program, chemistry program, and the
REMP. The audits were performance based and covered a broad spectrum of
program areas. . The audit findings had very good technical merit and the
findings were resolved in a timely manner.

A review of Employee Observation Reports issued during the last two
years in the cienistry and REMP areas indicated that a low threshold was
used by chemistry staff for problem reporting and that the issues were
resolved in a timely manner.

4.6 Radioactive Waste Processina Tank Rooms

The inspectors performed a walkdown of all accessible radioactive waste
processing tank rooms. Tanks examined showed no evidence of leakage or
other degradation. .The high level and low level gas decay tank rooms
were walled off and inaccessible. However, any leakage from those tanks
would be readily detectable due to loss of gas pressure. The spent
resin storage tank room was also completely walled off and not visible
through any openings. The tank was used frequently and operators knew
of no problems with it. Overall, the radioactive waste processing tank
areas that were inspected were in excellent condition.

When reviewing the USAR for the waste control systems, the inspectors
noted that Table 9.1-3 listed the waste gas tanks' material as stainless
steel. However, a footnote for the table indicated that the information
applied only to the material contacting fluid. The licensee's system
description contained in manual B21A listed the tanks' material as
carbon steel. Since the tanks did not normally come in contact with
fluid (liquid), the table was confusing and the USAR information was not
accurate. The system engineer stated that although some portions of the
system are stainless steel, the waste gas tanks were totally carbon
steel. The system engineer indicated that this issue would be resolved.

4.7 Resolution of a Previously Identified Items

1 Closed) Inspection Follow-up Item 94012-01: The NRC identified a
weakness in the control of chemistry reagents and standards. Those
materials were not being strictly controlled with regard to shelf-life
and expired chemicals used only for experimental purposes were not
sufficieni.ly identified as such.

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's corrective actions, which
consisted of a significant revision of the reagent / shelf-life procedure
to address the problem and a review of the revised procedure with the
cts. In addition, the inspectors noted that all reagents and standards
were within the expiration dates and that all chemicals used only for
experimental purposes were identified with a label of a distinctly {different color stating the appropriate use. This item is closed.
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5.0- REVIEW 0F USAR COMMITNENTS

A recent discovery of a licensee operating their facility in a manner
contrary to the USAR description highlighted the need for a special
focused review that compares plant practices, procedures and/or
parameters to the USAR description. During a portion of the inspection
period (February 1-15,1996) the inspectors reviewed the applicable
sections of the USAR that related to the inspection areas discussed in
this report.

An issue involving a pipe rupture analysis for fire protection piping
that used assumptions that may be inconsistent with the plant
configuration was discussed in Section 3.1 and was considered an
Unresolved Item.

An issue involving a misleading description of the material used to
construct the waste gas tanks was discussed in Section 4.6 and was
turned over to the licensee for resolution.

6.0 PERSONS CONTACTED AND MANAGEMENT MEETINGS

6.1 Manaaement Visit .

On February 7,1996, Mr. H. Miller, Regional Administrator, NRC
Region III visited the plant. While at the site, Mr. Miller toured the
plant and met with Mr. D. Antony, President NSP Generation, 1
Mr. E. Watzl, Vice President-Nuclear Generation, Mr. M. Wadley, Plant |

Manager, as well as others. Mr. Miller discussed his observations and i
iconcerns at those meetings.

6.2 Exit Interview

The inspectors contacted various licensee operations, maintenance,
engineering, and plant support personnel throughout the inspection
period. Senior personnel are listed below.

At the conclusion of the inspection on February 21, 1996, the inspectors
met with licensee representatives (denoted by *) and summarized the
scope and findings of the inspection activities. The licensee did not
identify any of the documents or processes reviewed by the inspectors as
proprietary. Interim exit meetings were held earlier in the report
period to discuss the results of the special inspection of the
disconnect event, as well as inspection of the inservice inspection,
radiological protection, chemistry, and radiological environmental
monitoring programs.

*M. Wadley, Plant Manager
*K. Albrecht, General Superintendent, Engineering
*T. Breene, Superintendent, Nuclear Engineering
*B. Fraser, Superintendent, Technical Programs
*J. Goldsmith, General Superintendent, Design Engineering
*J. Hill, Manager, Quality Services
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*G. Lenertz, General Superintendent, Maintenance'
.

*J. Maki, Superintendent, Electrical Systems Engineering
*C. Mundt, Superintendent,"I&C Systems Engineering
*D. Schuelke, General Superintendent, Radiation Protection

and Chemistry
*M. Schmidt, Outage Manager
*J. Sorensen, General Superintendent, Plant Operations
*B. Stephens, Superintendent, Mechanical Systems Engineering

7.0 DEFINITIONS

7.1 Inspection Fo??qr-uo Items

; Inspection follow-up items are matters which have been discussed with
the licensee which will be reviewed further by the inspectors and which
involve some action on the part of the NRC or licensee or both.
Inspector follow-up items which were disclosed during this inspection
are discussed in paragraphs 1.6, and 4.3.

I 7.2 Unresolved Items Unresolved items are matters about which more
information is required in order to ascertain whether they are
acceptable items, violations, or deviations. Unresolved items disclosed
during this inspection are discussed in paragraphs 2.6, 3.1, and 3.2.

'

7.3 VIOLATION FOR WHICH A " NOTICE OF VIOLATION" WILL NOT BE ISSUED

The NRC uses the Notice of Violation as a standard method for
,

formalizing the existence of a violation of a legally binding ]requirement. However, because the NRC wants to encourage and support
licensee's initiatives for self-identification and correction of
problems, the NRC will not generally issue a Notice of Violation for a
violation that meets the tests of the NRC Enforcement Policy. These
tests are: 1) the violation was identified by the licensee; 2) the
violation would be categorized as Severity Level IV or V; 3) within a
reasonable tirce period;. and 4) it was not a violation that could
reasonably be expected to have been prevented by the licensee's
corrective action for previous violation. Violations of regulatory
requirements identified during this inspection for which a Notice of
Violation will not be issued are discussed in paragraphs 1.1.4, 2.2,
2.5, and 2.7.-
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